
Do you give 
good CX?
Insurance is a pain for most people and your 
customers likely view insurance as a grudge 
purchase

Often customers only get to experience your 
service when something unpleasant happens 

This makes CX and UX crucial



What is CX and UX?

Customer Experience (CX)

Ensuring a good experience at 
every touch point of service

User experience (UX)

Ensuring a good experience for 
digital assets



Not everybody 
gives good CX

https://www.fin24.com/Companies/Financial-Services/Constantia-homeowner-takes-on-Outsurance-20130111?cpid=2


48% of insurers admit their customer experience 
(CX) is not where they’d like it to be

Adobe, 
Econsultancy-2019-Digital-Trends-Financial-Service
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There’s still 
work to do 
when it 
comes to CX

https://www.adobe.com/content/dam/acom/uk/modal-offers/2019/DT-Report-2019/Econsultancy-2019-Digital-Trends-Financial-Services.pdf
https://www.adobe.com/content/dam/acom/uk/modal-offers/2019/DT-Report-2019/Econsultancy-2019-Digital-Trends-Financial-Services.pdf
https://www.adobe.com/content/dam/acom/uk/modal-offers/2019/DT-Report-2019/Econsultancy-2019-Digital-Trends-Financial-Services.pdf


56% of insurers say they will prioritize the better 
use of data for audience segmentation and 
targeting
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There’s still 
work to do 
when it 
comes to CX
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While 42% of insurers maintain that complex 
regulatory requirements are the biggest 
barrier to digitization in their companies

There’s still 
work to do 
when it 
comes to CX
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According to new research from Gartner, 
Insurance Brands are falling behind in 
providing a more holistic digital experience 
for customers, despite their growing 
willingness to provide data and shop online.

There’s still 
work to do 
when it 
comes to CX

Gartner L2 Digital IQ Index: Insurance U.S. 
report

https://www.l2inc.com/research/insurance-us-2019
https://www.l2inc.com/research/insurance-us-2019


Most of you are 
doing this…



Mobile Apps



Online Services



AI Chatbots



Branches



Call Centre

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-us1aMA1D9A


Social Media



Video
(TV; 
YouTube)
However, video is being totally under utilized… 
more to follow



However, Insurers 
consistently ignore CX 
and UX for one customer 
touch point



Bills, Policies and 
Letters

The bill, policy and letter are often the only “heartbeat” 
communication customers receive



Rethink your documents

Mobile
Documents

Online

Branch

ChatbotsCall Center

Social 
media

Advertising

SMS

Customer
touch points

Documents are still getting 
the circa 1922 treatment



Rethink your documents

Mobile

Documents
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Documents are a critical touchpoint and need 
to be brought in the CX fold to provide a 
holistic experience



Statement-of-Record documents need to 
be…

Immutable
Legal
Archived
Encrypted

Compliant

UX – well designed
Journey Mapping
Brand building
Measured

CX



They do not need 
to be…
Old boring and useless PDF 
documents



But they can be…

• Well designed

• Deliver a superior and interactive 
experience

• Render responsively and adapt to any 
device

• Integrate and work seamlessly with all 
your other digital assets 



Insurers could 
also consider 
personalized 
video to 
improve CX

Policy 
documents

Bills

Mobile app Online

Chat bots Print and mail

"Brands can use personalized video to enhance or solidify 
existing relationships.“

         - Gartner, August 2019

https://www.gartner.com/en/marketing/insights/articles/drive-customer-conversion-with-personalized-video


New insurance policy 
personalized video



And bring CX 
to print and 
mail customers



Include your print and mail 
customers in the CX

Send a paper statement and allow the 
client to get interactive detail online. 

While you have their attention and 
have given them a better online 
experience, offer to convert them to 
digital

https://infoslips.gitlab.io/salesdemo/assets/_templates/Insurance/DXC/index.htm
https://infoslips.gitlab.io/salesdemo/assets/_templates/Insurance/DXC/index.htm


Make printed documents come 
alive with personalized video

Drive Digital Engagement
Include a link from a paper statement to a personal video to improve engagement and drive 
digital engagement



Combine paper and personalized 
video to improve the CX

https://infoslips.gitlab.io/salesdemo/assets/_templates/Banking/PrimoBankVideo/index.htm
https://infoslips.gitlab.io/salesdemo/assets/_templates/Banking/PrimoBankVideo/index.htm


Use print to drive traffic 
to digital channels



Why Customer Experience 
in Insurance is Important

81% of companies expect CX to be the key 
battleground in the race for market dominance

Meanwhile, a McKinsey study shows that a 
whopping 70% of consumers base their opinion of a 
business on the quality of its CX
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Calls-to-Action

First and foremost, personalize 
the customer experience

Provide new options for real-time 
collaboration

Use advanced technologies such 
as personalized video; new 
generation documents and AI



“The importance of customer experience 
(CX) is true across all product and service 
categories, and even more so when 
providers are selling intangible benefits- 
like in the Insurance industry”
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